
Digital Citizenship Agreement
Elementary School G1 - G3 - 2021-22

I am a digital citizen

I am responsible

I find balance in my digital life by
1. using the school iPads for learning activities only.
2. using the learning websites my teachers and parents allow me to use.
3. putting the iPad away when I finish with school work and play away from

technology screens.

I am safe

I protect my privacy and security by
4. keeping my password to myself and respecting other people’s passwords.

I understand that my teachers and parents need to know my passwords.
5. talking to my teachers or parents if I see something that upsets me on

the iPad.

I build a positive digital footprint by
6. not sharing personal information about myself or anyone else. This

includes names, addresses, phone numbers, photos, family information,
etc.

I am respectful

I take care of my communications and relationships by
7. being kind and respectful to my teachers and friends when playing and

working online.
8. logging in using only my username, password, and QR codes, never

someone else’s.
9. only using files and folders that are my own or that are shared for group

projects for my classes.
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I show integrity

I put a STOP to online meanness by
10. being an upstander not a bystander online.
11. telling my teachers or parents about any inappropriate behaviors directed

at me or others.
12. asking for permission before recording, photographing, or sharing

anything about other people.

I am an honest and respectful creator by
13. sharing my own work and ideas.
14. giving credit to the author or source where I get the information that

supports my work and ideas.

I treat my iPad with care by

carrying the iPad with
two hands.

keeping food and drinks
away.

keeping my iPad away
from liquids.

putting my iPad away
and charging it for the

next day.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I am friendly to the environment and print only when it is necessary.

I understand that my work on the iPad is not private and that my activities at
school may be monitored.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I understand that if I don’t follow any part of this agreement, my technology privileges will be
restricted or removed and I may face further consequences as decided by the Elementary

Leadership Team.

_________________________________________ ______________________________________
Student Signature Parent Signature
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